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Abstract

The internet has given birth to an expanding number of shared virtual reality
spaces, with a collective population well into the millions. These virtual worlds
exhibit most of the traits we associate with the Earth world: economic
transactions, interpersonal relationships, organic political institutions, and so on.
A human being experiences these worlds through an avatar, which is the
representation of the self in a given physical medium. Most worlds allow an agent
to choose what kind of avatar she or he will inhabit, allowing a person with any
kind of Earth body to inhabit a completely different body in the virtual world. The
emergence of avatar-mediated living raises both positive and normative questions.
This paper explores several choice models involving avatars. Analysis of these
models suggests that the emergence of avatar-mediated life may increase
aggregate human well-being, while decreasing its cross-sectional variance. These
efficiency and equity effects are contingent on the maintenance and protection of
certain rights, however, including the right of agents to free movement, unbiased
information, and political participation.
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 I. Introduction

In 1996, 3DO studios released a computer game called “Meridian 59.” The game

allowed players to enter the gaming space by internet connection, and it allowed a large

number of them to enter at the same time. Each player’s screen became a viewport on this

world; looking at it, one could see houses, building, fields, and other players. The players

appeared in the game world as graphical objects that looked like human bodies. Like

human bodies, these graphical objects had to run across space to get from point A to

point B; they had to climb stairs or ladders to get on the roof of a building; they had to

watch out for dangerous monsters, or, more precisely, computer-driven graphical objects

that looked like monsters, whose primitive artificial intelligence code instructed them to

kill anything that looked human. To avoid the monsters, or kill them first, the players had

to give their human representations similar kinds of orders: look over here for the

monster; run to it; get out a sword; attack. Because there were other players in the same

playspace, players could access more complex commands: ask your friend to come over

here; agree to attack the monster together; split up loot from the monster; trade some of

the money to a third player for a magic helmet. Tens of thousands of people came to the

world of Meridian 59, the world’s first large scale 3D first-person multiplayer game. It

still exists, as of this writing, in pirated copies; people still visit from time to time. 

Meridian 59 was the result of a rapid development of shared virtual reality spaces

that first began to emerge on networked computers in the late 1970s. By 2001, the

internet had spawned more than fifty such spaces, some nothing more than graphical chat

rooms, others consisting of huge worlds with complex economies, societies, and polities.

Games like EverQuest from the U.S. and Lineage from Korea came to be populated
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globally by tens of thousands of people at a time, 24 hours a day, year round. A not

insignificant fraction of the players of these games reported that they felt themselves to

be not game players, but citizens of a new world (Castronova, 2001). For many, life in

the virtual reality spaces seemed preferable to life on Earth. 

Meanwhile, the industries that produce shared virtual reality environments have

continued to develop rapidly. Advances in connectivity (bandwidth) and interfaces

(haptic devices, heads-up displays) have been driven by technology. The amount of

available content (narratives, folklores, backstories) has expanded; the video game

industry has begun to surpass the motion picture industry in gross revenues.1 Large

corporations have begun to transform deeply enmeshed cultural icons into virtual reality

spaces. Sony maintains a world of Star Wars Jedi Knights; Sony, Microsoft, Electronic

Arts, and others compete in the space of Tolkienesque worlds of elves and hobbits; EA

supports a vastly popular virtual world of Sims, beings who would be unremarkable

except for the fact that they exist only in a cyberspace reality. As the phenomenon

continues to grow, the aggregate amount of time devoted to shared virtual reality spaces

seems likely to rise from today’s tens of thousands of person-years into the hundreds of

thousands or perhaps millions. 

Devoting time to a virtual reality space is a choice that, while unusual in some

respects, is amenable to economic modeling. This paper presents simple models of the

choices involved in visiting virtual worlds. These choices include how much time to

spend, but also where to travel, and, especially how. The latter choice emerges because

virtual reality spaces offer visitors the opportunity to take on a physical self-

representation that is typically different from the body they have on earth. The physical
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representation of the self in virtual reality – the avatar – is an important aspect of the

choice problem, as we would expect that people would gravitate toward those worlds that

offer them their ideal avatars.2 In that sense, an economic model of participation in virtual

reality reduces to a theory of avatar choice. A theory of the avatar can make both positive

and normative statements, positive in predicting who will choose what avatars and how

much time they will spend in them, and normative in describing the welfare

consequences of an avatar-mediated life.

The paper is organized into five sections. Section II presents a simple time-

allocation model of avatar demand, while Section III extends that model to consider the

choice of avatar attributes (height, weight, hair color, etc.). Section IV discusses avatar

choice as an interactive game among many agents, and considers the possibility of

engineering these interactions to produce more equality. Section V explores an example

in the context of team-based production, by developing a simple general equilibrium

model of output and avatar choice. Section VI discusses the potential anonymity that

avatars provide and the potential effect on social norm and reputation models. Section

VII concludes with a discussion of policy issues raised by the emergence of the avatar.

II. The Avatar

As defined above, the avatar is the representation of the self in a given physical

environment. The Earth has a physical environment, with certain laws of motion, gravity,

force, and so on. Things that happen on Earth are seen, heard, and felt by us, through the

medium of our physical senses. Thus, when our minds experience the Earth, they do so

through our bodies. Our bodies must react to the forces imposed on them by the Earth’s
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environment, and when our senses detect an opportunity to meet a goal, we must direct

our bodies to act in the Earth’s environment to achieve the goal. Our real bodies are, in

some sense, our Earth avatars: when we are in Earth, our selves are present in and

represented by a body that exists in Earth, and only there. 

When we visit a virtual world, we do so by inhabiting a body that exists there, and

only there. The virtual body, like the Earth body, is an avatar. When visiting a virtual

world, one treats the avatar in that world like a vehicle of the self, a car that your mind is

driving. You “get in,” look out the window through your virtual eyes, and then drive

around by making your virtual body move. The avatar mediates our self in the virtual

world: we inhabit it; we drive it; we receive all of our sensory information about the

world from its standpoint. 

Current technology does not permit complete immersion in a computer-mediated

reality, of course.3 Nonetheless, even with current technology, participants in virtual

worlds seem to experience those worlds fully, in the sense that they immerse their minds

in the virtual place. The degree of immersion is sufficient that the player is essentially not

aware of her Earth surroundings. After “jacking in,”  to use William Gibson’s term, the

agent gives primary mental attention to signals from virtual reality, with only secondary

input from Earth. The player no longer seems to be “here,” but rather is “there,” even to

the point that events “there” take on more emotional meaning than anything the person

experiences on Earth.4 And when signals are being received from cyberspace, they come

to the mind through the eyes and ears (and, in the future, nose, skin, and tongue) of the

avatar.5 Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that the problem for the choosing agent

is allocate mental attention, in units of time, to sensory input from different avatars. The
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choice problem is to allocate time to avatars: For the next two hours, will I be Edward

Castronova, on Earth? Or will I be Comolan Canisa, in “Norrath,”  a fantasy world? 

The choice will be affected by the different abilities an avatar can possess, many

of which can themselves be chosen by the agent. For the moment, however, let us set

aside the possibility that avatar attributes may be chosen, and concentrate instead on the

basic time-allocation problem. Assume that all avatar abilities are fixed, and an agent

with a fixed time budget must choose which avatars to inhabit, and for how long.

Furthermore, we will assume that the mind can experience the external world only

through one avatar at a time. Therefore the choice problem is to allocate time to discrete

avatars.

Let the set A consist of N different avatars, indexed a = 1, …, N. Without loss of

generality, let the avatar indexed a = 1 be the agent’s “Earth avatar.”  The agent has a time

budget of T hours to spend, and allocates ta hours to avatar a. The choice problem is

Max U(t1, t2, …, tN) subject to t1 + t2 + …+ tN = T

where U(…) is a continuous, twice-differentiable function, with Ui  > 0, Uii < 0, i = 1, …,

N. The agent will allocate time to each avatar, depending on the weight that the utility

function applies to the experiences the agent has when inhabiting that avatar. For some,

the weight assigned to t1 will be so heavy that the optimal allocation would be t1 = T. For

others, the utility weights will imply an optimal allocation with t1 < T. If, for example,

variety really is the spice of life, some agents will become bored with being mediated

through any one avatar all the time. For such agents, the ideal distribution of time

involves spending a positive amount of time in a number of different avatars. 
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It is probably reasonable to assume that no one would choose to devote zero hours

to the Earth avatar, but it is possible. Because the physical body could be supported

indefinitely, as is done in long term care facilities, people could, in principle, live their

entire mental lives through a computer-mediated avatar. Such an extreme structure of

preferences seems improbable, of course, but the opposite extreme may be equally

improbable. Perhaps just as few people would want to live their entire mental lives

mediated through their Earth avatar. Given the number of hours that are already devoted

to virtual worlds, it seems that a significant fraction of the population finds a life

mediated through one Earth avatar less fulfilling than life mediated through an Earth

avatar and one or more others.

There is an immediate and fairly trivial implication for well-being. If, in fact,

many people do enjoy splitting their time among several avatars, then the pre-computer

world, in which only one avatar was available to each person, was inferior on welfare

grounds. The growth of the internet, and of shared virtual reality spaces within it, has

enabled new choices in terms of what kind of physical beings we inhabit. Most people

have not changed their time allocation in response to this development; their utility level

of U(T, 0, …, 0) remains the same and they are indifferent to the change. Some, however,

have changed their allocation from {T, 0, …, 0} to {t1, t2, …, tN}, with t1 < T and  ta > 0

for some a other than 1. For these agents, U(t1, t2, … , tN) > U(T, 0, …, 0); their well-

being has risen. Thus, the advent of shared virtual reality has had a net positive effect on

aggregate well-being.
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III. The Avatar and the Virtual World

The preceding analysis assumes only that there is an entity, the avatar, and that

people receive more or less utility from devoting time to it. We now begin to flesh out

what an avatar is, and the way in which “inhabiting an avatar” can contribute to well-

being. We begin by recognizing that an avatar exists in a specific world, and that both the

avatar and the world have distinct characteristics that can affect the utility of the choosing

agent. At the same time, the agent has certain features, inherent in her own mind, that do

not change regardless of the avatar she inhabits.

Let the set R consist of all the worlds in existence, and let the vector zw indicate

the characteristics of world w, w = 1, …, W. An element of zw is a variable measuring

some aspect of the nature of world w. It would indicate such things as the size of trees,

the number of dwellings, or the placement of cities.6 

The agent has the opportunity to visit world w by inhabiting an avatar. Indeed, she

may inhabit the same world through a number of different avatars, albeit only one avatar

at a time.7 Let Aw be the set of all avatars that exist in world w, let there be Nw such

avatars, indexed a = 1, …, Nw. Without loss of generality, assume that w = 1 indicates the

world of Earth, and that the set A1 consists of a single avatar, namely, our body. 

An avatar possesses a unique vector of characteristics, denoted vaw, which is

drawn from the set of all possible vectors of characteristics of avatars in this world, Vw.

The index a indicates the avatar, while the index w indicates the world. An element of the

vector vaw could indicate, for example, the avatar’s height. 
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The choosing agent herself also possesses non-physical attributes, denoted x,

drawn from X, the set of all possible vectors of non-physical characteristics. An element

of x, for example, might indicate the agent’s IQ score. 

At any one time, the agent’s utility will depend on her non-physical

characteristics, the characteristics of the avatar she inhabits at the moment, and the

characteristics of the world in which that avatar exists. All of these characteristics affect

the kind of experiences she has, which in turn affects the nature of sensory impulses

reaching the mind. Some sensory impulses (seeing a beautiful ladnscape) will improve

emotional satisfaction, while others (losing a prized item) will reduce it. The agent’s

objective is to manage these characteristics, so as to influence the sensory information

being transmitted to the mind. 

In managing these characteristics, the agent must treat the non-physical

characteristics x as fixed, because they are the same no matter what avatar the agent

inhabits. However, attributes relating to the physical aspects of the agent, her body and

the world her body exists in, are both open to change. By choosing a different avatar in a

given world, the agent can change avatar attributes v; by choosing a different avatar in a

different world, she can change both avatar attributes a as well as world attributes z. The

choice problem is to determine which mix of world and avatar characteristics, combined

with each other and with the inherent charactistics x, produce the greatest emotional

satisfaction.  

For example, let there be two worlds, world 1 and world 2. World 1 is the Earth,

while world 2 is Norrath, a shared virtual reality space on the internet. Earth consists of

five continents, and an unpopulated moon. Norrath consists of five continents, and a
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populated moon. In Earth, you travel from point A to point B by walking or taking a

vehicle. In Norrath, you may travel by such means if you wish, but you may also teleport

yourself instantly - to the moon if desired - under certain circumstances. These features of

the two worlds are captured by differences between z1 and z2. The choosing agent may

have only one avatar in Earth; assume that that avatar is four feet tall. In Norrath, the

agent may select from, let us assume, 8 avatars, some four feet tall, others over twelve

feet tall. These features of the avatars are captured by differences between v11, the

characteristics of Avatar 1 in World 1 (the earth body), and v21, v22, …, v28, which are the

different characteristics of Avatars 1 through 8 in World 2, Norrath. Finally, the agent

herself has an intelligence level, given by her IQ score, which is among her individual

characteristics as captured in x. The agent’s decision problem is to allocate time between

her avatars in Norrath and her avatar in Earth. 

The utility consequences of “inhabiting an avatar,”  then, stem from the fact that

some people might be happier living with attribute set {x; v11} in a world characterized

by z1, than with attribute set {x; v21}, in a world characterized by z2. Perhaps the agent is

happiest when experiencing the world as a tall ogre than as a short human.8  

At the most general level, a given characteristic has an impact on behavior

because it affects the desirability of a unit of time spent in a given avatar in a given

world. We would therefore expect the agent, avatar, and world characteristics to enter the

utility function as weights, or loadings, on the units of time. In other words, the agent’s

utility of time spent in avatar 5 in World 7 will be weighted according to how much

satisfaction she experiences when driving that avatar. The satisfaction weights on time in

an avatar may be subject to complex interactions. Example: Suppose the agent likes being
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a tall person, and suppose that two avatars both have the attribute {ten feet tall}. The

avatar that exists in a world with characteristic {most people are 3 feet tall} will provide

her with more satisfaction than the avatar in a world with characteristic {most people are

30 feet tall}. In the end, the utility of a unit of time spent in a given avatar will be a

function of the full set of characteristics {x, v, z} that determine the agent’s experiences. 

The utility function remains defined over units of time spent in various avatars,

but the attributes of the agent, the avatars, and the worlds are inserted as parameters of

the utility function. A completely general statement of the utility function would be:

),...,,,,...,...,,...,,,;,...,,...,,...,,( 211211112111 11 WWNawNWNawN zzzvvvvvxtttttU
WW

The direct arguments of the utility function are the time inputs to each avatar,

where taw is time spent in avatar a in world w. There are Nw avatars in world w, and W

worlds in total. Parameters of the utility function are indicated after the semicolon. They

include the agent’s characteristics, x, the attributes of all the avatars (where vaw indicates

the attributes of avatar a in world w), and the attributes of the worlds (where zw indicates

the attributes of world w). 

To simplify the problem, let the utility function be additively separable and take

the following form:

U(…) = Σw Σa u(taw; h(x, vaw, zw) )

where h(x, vaw, zw) is function from the space of all the attributes (agent, avatar, and

world) to a real number. Separability of the utility function implies that the satisfaction

one receives from inhabiting a given avatar is not directly affected by the attributes of

other avatars and other worlds. An example of a simple utility function of this form

would be
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U(t11, t21, t12) = h(x, v11, z1) ln(t11) + h(x, v21, z1) ln(t21) + h(x, v12, z2) ln(t12)

This utility functions expresses the utility available from three avatars: Avatars 1 and 2

available in World 1, and an Avatar 1 available in World 2. The function has Cobb-

Douglas form, with the weights on the elements of utility being given by the attribute

weighting functions h(.). The Cobb-Douglas form further requires that the weights add to

one, so they would have to be constructed or normed correspondingly.

Expressing the choice problem in this form has the benefit of allowing us to see

that it is the characteristics of avatars and worlds that ultimately determine the demand

for time in them. When a world designer gives a certain avatar the ability to fly (an

enjoyable experience for most, we assume), she increases value of the weighting function

h(.). As a result, the demand for time in that avatar will increase. On the other hand, the

ability to fly may not always be pleasing; it depends on the agent’s inherent

characteristics as well as the characteristics of the world itself. As a result, the weighting

function h(.) will have to be able to express the complex interdependencies among the

attributes. For example, because the emotional impact of a given attribute depends on

other attributes, the weighting function will generally be non-separable. And because one

can have too much of a good thing, as well as too little of a bad thing, the weighting

function will generally be non-monotonic in all its arguments. Those who seek to raise

demand for avatars or worlds that they have created must pay attention to these

complexities, and design sets of attributes that have the joint effect of raising the

emotional satisfaction of agents.

While the task of designing satisfying avatars and worlds may be complex, the

fact that these worlds are in demand suggests that they will have the net effect of raising
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aggregate well-being. The argument was presented in the preceding section: Before the

advent of virtual worlds, each human person had exactly one avatar, her body, and she

maneuvered it through exactly one world, Earth. When a virtual world comes into being,

most people ignore it, and their well-being is unchanged. There are those, however, who

choose to spend some time in the new virtual space. These individuals experience an

increase in well-being. On the whole, then, aggregate well-being increases. There is an

added nuance to the argument here, in that we can now see what causes the increase in

well-being: an expansion in the portfolio of personal and environmental attributes by

which a person can experience life. In some cases, a person may experience a personal

characteristic as fundamentally unpleasant and undesired. Consider, for example,

someone who is unable to walk with her physical body. It is easy to see that the

appearance of a world in which she can walk would raise her well-being. But the

normative argument is not about improvements in attributes alone, it is also about having

a wider variety of attributes. A very tall person may enjoy being tall, for the most part,

but also have great fun as a very short person, if only on occasion. Just as the introduction

of new kinds of food almost assuredly raises the well-being of those who eat, the

introduction of new avatars and new virtual reality environments almost assuredly raises

the well-being of those who travel from body to body, and from world to world.

In sum, then, the willingness to pay for participation in a shared virtual reality

environment depends on the emotional experiences that the environment provides, which

in turn is a function of the attributes a participant is allowed to have, as well as the

participant’s inherent non-physical attributes and the attributes of the environment itself.

The function h(.) that maps attributes into emotional satisfaction is complex. As a result,
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designing such things as online game worlds is a difficult task. It seems likely, however,

that aggregate well-being can only rise as more of these worlds appear.

IV. Inequality and Avatar Society

In the preceding discussion, we have assumed that the characteristics of a given

virtual reality space are fixed, from the standpoint of the choosing agent. In truth, the

attributes of the world are open to influence by agents, via three routes.

First, in some worlds, the software explicitly allows agents to use their avatars in

ways that permanently change the environment. In Norrath, the world of the game

EverQuest, certain avatars may cast spells that stop the rain. Other worlds (Shadowbane)

allow avatars to build and destroy cities. Thus, the physical attributes of the world may be

directly changed by avatars.

Second, the experiences that a given world provides depend on the society of

other agents who participate in the world. Agents, through their avatars, will occupy

certain social roles, and these roles may provide better or worse experiences depending

on the relative abundance or scarcity of other avatars occupying the same role. As an

example, in Brittania, the world of the game Ultima Online, avatars can make shirts and

sell them. Once upon a time, a certain agent decided to collect and hoard 10,000 shirts.

As the price of shirts rose, those who happened to be accomplished shirtmakers with

some stock on hand did quite well. If that agent then opted to give away the hoard, the

shirtmakers would have all faced unemployment. As in Earth economy and society, the

return to doing any given thing depends on the collective valuation of that thing, as well

as the relative scarcity of other people doing it. In this sense, agents may change the
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social, economic, and cultural attributes of a virtual reality environment, in the same way

that they influence the social, economic, and cultural attributes of Earth.

Third, the attributes of a world can be changed by the coding authority (the game

owners, for example), and agents have a number of methods by which to induce the

changes they desire. For example, the world of EverQuest allows agents to inhabit a

certain class of avatar known as druids. Once upon a time, the life of a druid at a certain

point was limited by the existing rules of the game. The druids mounted an effective

quasi-political campaign to have the rules changed, and after months of petitioning by

email and on discussion boards, the coding authority for EverQuest (Verant Interactive),

gave the druids what they wanted.9 Verant is part of a competitive company, Sony, so it

can be assumed that the decision was motivated to a large extent by the pursuit of profit.

The incentive of Sony to pursue profit allowed the druid community to pressure the

company for change. Thus, the company’s decision was the outcome of a meta-game

between the participants of the world and the owners. The owners control the coding

authority, and the coding authority can make the world into absolutely anything that the

mind can imagine; therefore, anything that the agents can do to influence the owners, in

some kind of game outside the game, can be used to change the very nature of the world. 

In these cases, the characteristics of a virtual world can be changed by individual

or collective decisions of the agents, both inside and outside the virtual world itself.

Modeling the choice of avatars and worlds, then, must recognize that world

characteristics z are endogenous, that there are N agents playing the meta-game (N is

very large), and that the action space covers actions within all worlds, both virtual and

Earthly. Because of the evident complexity of this problem, it would be fruitless to
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attempt a general theory. To do so would be equivalent to building a general N-player

theory of the game of human social, cultural, economic, and political change. Yet, to

even note this equivalence is itself striking, because it suggests that the problems of

designing and then living in shared virtual reality environments are really no different

from the ancient human problem of designing and then living in our Earth environment.

Earth must have a society, an economy, and a politics, and so must a place like Norrath.

The emergence of these difficult choice problems in cyberspace has nothing to do with

the fact that human agents are interacting via avatars in virtual reality; it has everything to

do with the fact that they are human agents, interacting. The attributes of the worlds of

humans have always been endogenous. 

That having been said, there are some critical differences between world

management on Earth and world management in cyberspace, and some of them can be

explored theoretically. The most important difference involves the ability of the coding

authority to define the attributes of avatars. On Earth, our attributes are determined at

birth, for the most part.10 Some of these attributes are permanent, and inhere in the

choosing agent forever. Others, however, exist only in the context of Earth, and can be

dramatically different in other worlds. No government on Earth can ensure that all its

citizens will have equal height; no government on Earth can ensure that all citizens will

have equal intelligence. Similarly, no coding authority can ensure equal intelligence of all

agents who drive avatars in its virtual world. However, any coding authority can easily

guarantee that all avatars, driven by whomever, will have the same height. Thus, by

allowing more control over the distribution of some of the most basic attributes that
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people have, involving even the very nature of their physical beings, virtual worlds

permit the shaping of human society at a deeper level than ever before.

Indeed, at first glance, the opportunities for constructive social engineering might

seem endless. Granted that no one can change the attributes x that are inherent in agents,

is it possible to design a world such that the attributes v of all avatars are equal? This

would remove from the calculus of social inequality all effects derived from such bodily

characteristics as height, weight, age, gender, clothing, hair color (and amount!), beauty,

and sexual attractiveness. Removing the inequality that derives from these things might

dramatically reduce the overall inequality in well-being. Anecdotal evidence from

existing virtual worlds suggest that many who go there are, in fact, on the lower end of

Earth’s distribution of well-being, often because of some purely physical factor.11 As it

turns out, removing these inequalities is trivially easy to do; very early avatar spaces such

as Habitat (Morningstar and Farmer, 1991) were populated by avatars who were exactly

the same in all respects other than appearance. The emergence of these physically-equal

virtual worlds would seem to offer opportunities to not only enhance average well-being,

but also to reduce its variance. 

Developments in this market suggest, however, that very few people are

interested in living in worlds where all avatars are equal. Put bluntly, life in such worlds

seems to be boring. At any time, participation in highly-equal worlds like AlphaWorld or

Habitat is dwarfed, by several orders of magnitude, by participation in highly-unequal

worlds like Norrath.12 This suggests that humans’ attitudes toward the construction of

social inequality are quite complex. To suggest that there is a general, monotonic,

aversion to inequality (as in Atkinson, 1970) is very much at odds with observed
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behavior here. Rather, there seems to be a desire for some inequality, or a certain kind of

inequality, but not too much.

In sum, the theoretical issues are as follows. Profit-seeking companies build

virtual worlds, in the hopes of obtaining revenues from either participation fees or

advertising. It is generally profitable to have a large number of participants.13 They

therefore endow these worlds with attributes that, they hope, will attract large numbers of

people. The people, on the other hand, seek to spend time in worlds that provide them

with emotional satisfaction. The data indicate that there is much more demand for worlds

with a great deal of avatar inequality, such as Norrath, than for worlds with no avatar

inequality, such as AlphaWorld. Therefore, the worlds that agents seek to create for

themselves seem to involve social diversity and inequality as a core element. Unequal

societies are apparently a typical of the meta-game among the agents.

V. Inequality in a Model of Avatar Production

To better understand the reasons why worlds of avatar inequality have appeared,

it will be useful to describe and model the way inequality is generated in Norrath and

other game-based virtual realities. The social worlds of these games are built around

three common principles that apparently contribute strongly to their popularity. 

The first principle is division of labor: Agents seem to desire avatars with unique

abilities, by which they can provide individualized contributions to avatar society. The

second principle is equality of opportunity: Agents seem to enjoy a rags-to-riches

storyline, in which everyone starts out very weak and very poor, but then has the

opportunity to advance through the application of time and skill to gameplay. The third
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principle is inequality of outcomes based on merit only: Agents seem to prefer game

mechanisms that grant advantages of wealth and power only to avatars who have

performed more meritorious actions (where “merit”  is admittedly hard to define –

working long hours at the game, being socially or politically skillful, etc.). Together,

these three principles attempt to provide diversity, equality, and meritocracy, and this

seems to be the most desired kind of society.

An example makes the issues more concrete. Suppose a new player in a game

must choose to be either a warrior or a wizard. The two avatar types are very different in

their bodily characteristics. Warriors are strong but cannot control magic, while wizards

are brilliant spellcasters but physically weak. Warriors begin with rusty weapons and

armor; wizards begin with a simple spell that produces a fireball the size of a sparkler. By

fighting monsters and performing quests (which is doing work, effectively), warriors can

obtain funds to buy better armor, and wizards can obtain funds to buy better spells. With

more investment in the avatar, the avatar becomes richer and more powerful. The player

may choose either the warrior’s or the wizard’s path, and the ideal game would have the

two paths be different in form, but potentially equal in outcome. If, after investing

perhaps 500 hours of labor, both warriors and wizards can have about the same amount of

wealth and power, then the game has provided a diversity of social roles, with an equality

of opportunities. And, if it so happens that a given warrior invests 500 hours while her

friend the wizard invests only 100 hours, then it is acceptable that the warrior has more

wealth and power than the wizard. She worked for it. Games that meet all three principles

in this way tend to be very popular; we can surmise that these societies are considered by

many people to be ideal.
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Constructing societies that meet these principles well, however, is extremely

difficult. It is perhaps easiest to provide diversity, and indeed most new virtual worlds

seem to eschew the Habitat model of equal abilities. Instead, worlds are populated with

many different avatar races, and within each race, an avatar can have a number of

different professions or occupations. Moreover, after birth, an avatar can often work on

various skills (baking, tailoring, archery) to further specialize. Gameplay is then built on

teams, where the ideal is to put together groups of well-matched, diverse avatars, to

accomplish goals that they all have in common. However, as diversity increases, it seems

to become more difficult to ensure equality of opportunity and merit-based advancement.

Within the game, it becomes difficult to ensure that all races and professions have equal

access to income and new powers. Outside the game, it becomes difficult to prevent

people from using Earth resources to advance themselves. Designing a world that comes

reasonably close to meeting all three principles thus seems to involve introducing enough

diversity to provide individuality, while at the same time managing the experiences and

powers of the players so that no one has an unfair advantage.

The design problems are actually much simpler than they seem, however, when

viewed in the long run. This can be illustrated in a simple general equilibrium model of

avatar production. Suppose there are two types of avatars available in a world, type 1 and

type 2. Let N1 and N2, respectively, indicate the population of avatars of each type. By

“population” is meant the total amount of time, within a fixed time period, that agents

devote to avatars of each type. The analogy here is to aggregate labor supply as a

productive factor in a macroeconomic model of national production.14 
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Total production of valued goods and services in the virtual economy is given by

y = f(N1, N2). The production function is continuous, twice-differentiable, with fj > 0, and

fjj < 0, j = 1,2, and f12 = f21 > 0. The positive cross-derivatives of f(.) indicate that the

marginal product of wizards will be higher if there are more warriors around. This

reflects the idea that avatars do better when working in diverse teams, which, in turn, is

the standard way of applying the principle of division of labor in the existing virtual

worlds. 

If we assume a competitive factor market, each hour of avatar labor will be

compensated according to its marginal product. Let gj = ∂f / ∂N j be the goods and

services obtained per hour of input by avatar type j. From the standpoint of the choosing

agent, gj is the wage earned for each hour spent driving a type j avatar. Let there be I

agents, indexed i, with i = 1, …, I. Each agent contributes an amount nij of each type of

avatar labor, j = 1,2. Hence N1 = Σini1, and N2 = Σini2. Each agent’s share of total

production is ci = g1ni1 + g2ni2. 

We assume that each agent has already solved a higher-level maximization

problem in order to determine the total amount of time to devote to all avatars in this

particular world, which we will consider fixed. For simplicity, suppose that each agent

has chosen to devote the same amount of time to this world; denote it T. This allocation

will be spent on the two avatar types, so T = ni1 + ni2. Agent utility derives from her

payoffs from production in the game world, c, according to a continuously twice-

differentiable function U(c), with U’ > 0 and U’’ < 0. The agent’s choice problem is

Maxn  U(g1ni1 + g2ni2) subject to T = ni1 + ni2
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In the Earth economy, different input types are generally supplied under differing

cost conditions, so that the opportunity cost of supplying factors generally differs by

factor. In virtual economies, however, an agent can supply either type 1 or type 2 avatar

hours and the opportunity cost of doing so – the sacrifice of her time – is the same

regardless of the factor supplied. Therefore, if g1 > g2, each agent will devote all her time

to avatar type 1. If g1 < g2, each agent will devote her time to avatar type 2. If g1 = g2,

each agent will be indifferent between the two types; any time allocation provides the

same level of well-being. 

On the production side of the economy, equilibrium in the factor market requires

that the marginal rate of transformation in production is equal to the ratio of returns:
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A general equilibrium requires that the wages g1 and g2 adjust so that condition (1) holds,

and, simultaneously, each agent makes an individually optimal allocation of time to the

two avatar types.  

Suppose that the economy is initially in a state where g1 = g2, and condition (1)

holds. In that case, the aggregate avatar populations are at levels N1
* and N2

* with the

property ∂f (N1
*, N2

*)/ ∂N1 = ∂f (N1
*, N2

*)/ ∂N2. Such a state is feasible. Because the

wages are equal, each agent is indifferent between the two avatar types. Any allocation of

labor between the two types is therefore consistent with consumer rationality. We can

assume that agents simply mirror the aggregate allocation. More precisely, if n0 =

N1
*/(N1

*+N2
*), then each agent can allocate ni1 = n0T hours to avatar type 1.15

Now suppose that something perturbs the economy away from this state. Perhaps

the coding authority changes the production function f(.,.) so that, at the current
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allocation of avatar types, g1 > g2. All agents now have the incentive to abandon their

current mixed allocation and play avatar 1 exclusively. As a thought experiment (so as to

avoid modeling the dynamics explicitly), imagine that agents act on these new incentives

over time.16 As agents react to the wage difference, they begin to devote more time to

type 1 avatars. As they do so, the marginal productivity of type 1 avatars falls, and the

marginal productivity of type 2 avatars rises. This is because of the team-based nature of

the production function; the influx of new warriors makes warriors comparatively less

valuable, while making wizards comparatively more valuable. As productivity changes,

so do wages: g1 falls and g2 rises. This dynamic of population shifts and wage changes

will continue as long as g1 exceeds g2. Thus, as long as g1 exceeds g2, g1 will fall and g2

will rise. Eventually, the two wage rates will become equated, but now in a population

that has a larger share of type 1 avatars.

By similar argument, whenever g2 exceeds g1, g2 will fall and g1 will rise, until a

new equilibrium is established with a higher population of type 2 avatars. The only stable

point – the only long-run equilibrium – is found when g1 = g2. Thus, equality of wage

rates and marginal productivity across avatar types is an inherent characteristic of long

run equilibrium in these economies.17

Define “equality of opportunity” as the state of affairs that exists when g1 = g2.

Then we can also say that an avatar economy with diversity can also be one with equality

of opportunity, so long as a) the production function which regulates the wages of the

avatars rewards specialization and the division of labor, and b) agents are free to shift

hours of time from one avatar type to another. The idea is that differences in the

productivity of avatar types cannot be sustained in the long run. If, for some reason, one
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avatar type were to become more powerful or productive than another, agents would

flood the world with new avatars of that type. Whatever advantage those avatars have at

first would be eroded as they compete with one another for increasingly scarce positions

in the economy. At the same time, the other, disadvantaged avatar types would find an

increasing number of the advantaged type to work with, thus raising their own ability to

be productive in the economy. A new equilibrium would eventually be established, with

more of the ‘advantaged’ avatar type than before, but with wage equality restored.

Equality of opportunity is something inherent in a team-based avatar production

economy; the economy seeks equal wages on its own, through the operation of its

internal long run dynamics.

The implication is that managing diversity, equality, and meritocracy in virtual

worlds may be much simpler than it seems. One can simply create diversity, and then

structure the production of value in the economy on the basis of teams. That is, make

every avatar type valuable, in some way, to the others. Then the marginal productivity of

every avatar type will rise when that type becomes relatively scarce, and also when other

avatar types become relatively abundant. Population shifting will automatically equate

the wages of each kind of avatar. Once the returns to avatar types are equal, the system

seems largely meritocratic: those who have more power in the virtual world have simply

put more time into their avatars. In essence, virtual worlds provide human beings with the

opportunity, to slip costlessly from one physical identity to another. As a result,

inequalities among physical entities will be eroded by basic competitive pressures, and

differences in outcomes will come to be determined more by mental effort than by the

bodily endowments represented by the avatars.
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This is a happy outcome, of course, but there is a reason why it does not work on

Earth: on Earth, we cannot easily shift from a body with one set of characteristics to some

other body with a different set. 

Several exceptions to this generally optimistic normative conclusion need to be

discussed. First, these statements are about the adjustment of avatar production systems

in the long run. In virtual worlds where agents spend hundreds of hours developing

avatar capital, the long run can seem very long indeed. It is fairly common for coding

authorities to suddenly change rules that have a dramatic impact on the marginal

productivity of different avatars. Often, these rules changes are justified in the name of

exactly the kind of equality of opportunity issues that actually seem to be taken care of

automatically by the system. For those who already have extensive prior investments in

avatars of a given type, these abrupt changes can quickly and dramatically reduce the

value of these investments. While the system will eventually restore the balance among

the classes, it will not necessarily compensate specific individuals for their losses. Agents

threatened by possible rules changes typically try to generate a great deal of political heat

to protect themselves. By the same token, it is fairly common for agents to assume,

initially, that a certain class of avatar is inherently quite powerful in a game, only to see

its net advantage erode as more and more agents enter it. Agents in this situation also

generate political heat, lobbying for rules changes that would keep their old advantages

intact. All of these political pressures are quite similar to the political pressures we see on

Earth: it may be that we are all equal in the long run, but politics operates in the short run

too. The production system of a virtual economy is therefore often subject to sudden

shocks that redistribute well-being. What this model suggests is that game designers
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would be well-advised to resist short-run political pressures for immediate changes, and,

instead, allow equality of opportunity to restore itself gradually over time.

Second, it may be the case that avatars may differ so much in their attributes that

the production function cannot provide equal payoffs under any allocation of the

population. Perhaps everyone finds avatars of type X quite boring to play. The model of

this section is a simplification of the model of section IV, in that it assumes utility is

derived entirely from the production of the avatars. While that production may be thought

of in material terms (loot), it can also be thought of as units of emotional satisfaction

(“funs” or “hedons”). The model, however, assumes that utility is a function of all the

attributes of the avatars and the worlds, and it may well be that certain avatars are so

much more, or less, fun to play that no amount of shifting of player populations will

ensure equal payoffs in a team-based model of hedonic production. In effect, this is really

just to caution that corner solutions are always possible.

A third caveat involves what is perhaps the most difficult of the three principles to

ensure, that being merit-based advancement. In the model, agents increased their

production and consumption only by devoting time to their avatars. On the surface, such

inequalities in outcomes seem entirely meritocratic and one might predict that worlds

based on these kinds of productive systems would be perceived without envy by most

participants. In practice, however, the outcome inequalities that exist in virtual worlds do

raise considerable concerns among agents. One reason is that some agents resent the

inherent abilities and endowments of others. In the context of this model, one can

imagine that the time endowment T might be different among different agents, and this

might lead to differences in outcomes that seemed unfair.18 Another source of resentment
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is that some agents apply resources to the investment problem that are said to be

improper. For example, some agents use their Earth incomes to purchase powerful

avatars and special equipment on online auction sites like Ebay.19 To many, this is a

violation of the spirit of the game, which requires that agents act as though they live only

in the virtual world. It is important to maintain the fantasy atmosphere of a world, and

doing so requires that resources earned outside the game world not be applied there. The

issue is largely one of values, but the point is that managing agents’ attitudes about the

source of investments in avatar capital, represents an outgoing challenge to the coding

authorities. Of the three principles, merit-based advancement seems hardest to ensure.

Overall, however, this simple model seems to suggest that the emergence of

virtual worlds may be destined to reduce the level of human social inequality. The

existence of multiple worlds in which to live allows people to sort amongst the worlds;

the existence of multiple body-types in a given world allows people to sort amongst the

body-types. In the long run, this sorting should produce equality of opportunities for

well-being across avatar types and worlds, and therefore across individuals. The equality

of opportunity will apparently not be brought about by forcing an equality of attributes;

instead, agents seem to prefer worlds in which avatars have a very broad spectrum of

differentiated talents and abilities. Rather, it is the long-run dynamics of population shifts

among differentiated avatars that equates the rewards available to each avatar type.

Equality of available rewards, however, will not necessarily result in equality of

outcomes, as agents may apply their resources with greater or lesser intensity. There will

continue to be intense debates about social questions, both because short-run inequalities

may persist for some time, and because certain kinds of investments and endowments
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may seem unfair if used in the context of a particular world. In the end, social and

political debates about inequality may be just as heated in virtual worlds as they are on

Earth, but their subject matter will derive less and less from inequities in our bodies –

simply because the citizenry can easily migrate from one body to another.

VI. Identity, Reputation, and Social Norms

In a universe that offers hundreds of virtual worlds, the body becomes a vessel of

choice, and the thinking part of humanity – the self – will find it convenient to slip into

and out of avatars as economic, social, and political circumstances dictate. At first glance,

this may seem to pose a distinct challenge for economic theory. Economics is built on the

idea that the self is a unitary, rational actor. Psychologist Sherry Turkle (Turkle, 1995),

however, has argued that the ability of the agent to represent herself as a different person

in different online communities, without anyone being able to trace one identity to

another, effectively creates multiple ways of knowing, which can be thought of as

multiple selves. Perhaps this is just a semantic issue; what are referred to as “multiple

selves” in such an argument are not the same as the “unitary, rational, choosing self” of

economic theory. Rather, the “multiple selves” only have their existence because a

unitary higher-order actor, choosing rationally, decided to create and then inhabit them.

This higher order actor is the “self,” or the “agent,”  in the models developed in the

preceding sections. In fact, one could argue that the emergence of anonymity on the

internet changes nothing fundamental about the nature of human behavior. For centuries,

improvements in technology have allowed the self to act in different ways in different

communities, without anyone being the wiser. The internet only intensifies this ability.
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What is changing is not the Self, which remains unitary, but the ease with which the Self

can manipulate its manifestation in various physical spaces.

Perhaps the emergence of avatars will reveal behaviors that seem contradictory

under current theories about the nature of tastes. But again, this is nothing new. People

have lived double lives for centuries. The sense in which these lives are “double” is

entirely a social construct, however. In 1968, it was widely believed that no one over the

age of 30 could possibly enjoy rock and roll. If one closely followed a number of old

folks around, however, one would certainly have discovered some who listened to

Lawrence Welk on Thursday but went to a Beatles concert on Friday. They did not tell

their friends about the Beatles concert only because, from the standpoint of society’s

judgments, such tastes would have been judged “irrational” and “inconsistent.” But it is

the individual mind that determines what tastes cohere. From the standpoint of economic

theory, no contradiction is indicated when someone appears in Norrath as both a young

man and an old woman. Indeed, if variety is the spice of life, economic theory predicts

that the unitary actor will choose a number of different physical manifestations by which

to appear. The development of avatars, and the shifting of the self between them, has no

real consequence for the applicability of rational choice theories.

These developments do have implications for the communities that humans form,

however. Rational choice theories of social effects (Bernheim, 1994; Binmore and

Samuelson, 1994; Young, 1993) emphasize the importance of information for the

maintenance of social norms. Norms can only be enforced if it is possible to impose some

kind of punishment on the violators. In a virtual community, the real self behind the

avatar is generally hidden. As a result, any punishments the community may dictate can
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only be imposed on the avatar, not the self, and the self is free to simply exit the avatar

and escape unscathed. For example, unfair play in a pay-for-play game like EverQuest is

punished by banning a user from the game; the user’s account is closed, and all her

avatars effectively executed, permanently. However, nothing can stop the banned user

from opening a new account, with a different credit card, and starting new avatars. Thus,

it would seem that there is nothing to prevent anyone from violating any and all social

norms, without consequence. The prospects for stable community in such an environment

seem bleak. The instability of online communities has long been a subject of study for

sociologists (Smith and Kollock, 1998).

However, the economic literature also suggests (Eshel, Samuelson, and Shaked,

1998) that agents will sort themselves into different groups depending on how interested

they are in living in a community regulated by social norms. Such sorting is evident in

existing virtual worlds, in that worlds with built-in systems for maintaining user

reputations seem vastly more popular than worlds where reputations cannot be known.

For example, AlphaWorld, as mentioned above, endows all avatars with the same

abilities at all times. Thus, anyone who violates a social norm in AlphaWorld, if banned,

can immediately create a new avatar, with a different name, but with all of the same

abilities and powers as before. The community can have no effect on behavior. Contrast

this with a game like EverQuest. In EverQuest, a user’s ability to be a grief to others

depends on her level of abilities, and abilities can only be gained by devoting hours to an

avatar, in team-based operations with other avatars. Advancement in the game therefore

requires that a user become known for good play, so as to be accepted into teams. A

player who violates norms will not be able to advance very far, simply on grounds of
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reputation; in fact, there is little or nothing that a user can do in EverQuest without the

help of others. A user may consider obtaining a new reputation by simply starting a new

avatar, but new avatars are so weak and poor that they can do very little harm to anyone.

The combination of team production and level-based advancement seems sufficient to

support very strong social norms in the game, and such norms do seem to be present.20 

The broader implication is that the diversity of avatar attributes is useful not only

as an end in itself, but also as a means to encourage agents to develop and maintain good

reputations for their avatars. Specialized attributes allow systems of joint production,

which can have the side effect of inducing conformity to social norms. 

At the same time, no norm system in cyberspace can be truly oppressive; anyone

who wishes to live under a certain set of norms, or under no norms at all, is free to inhabit

avatars in the appropriate worlds. However, it should be noted that the same systems that

encourage norm formation will also tend to slow down the shifting of populations that

leads to equality of opportunity. Equality of opportunity emerges because dissatisfied

agents can develop capital in different kinds of avatars; it will emerge more quickly if the

switch from one powerful avatar to another can be accomplished rapidly. Yet a system

that encourages reputations will also require that it is not easy to develop capital rapidly

in another avatar. If it were easy to do so, anyone could ruin their reputation with one

avatar, destroy it, and then simply reappear with another avatar of similar powers. The

credibility of social norm enforcement depends on the degree to which an agent has a

vested interest in the fate of the avatar. If agents are deeply invested in their avatars, and

are hesitant to start new ones, it will take more time for the leveling process of population
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shifting to occur. There is a trade-off between equal opportunity and social order; agents

will choose worlds based on their relative tastes for both. 

VII. Conclusion: The Avatar and Public Policy

This paper has developed explored the nature of avatars from the standpoint of

simple economic theory. An avatar is the manifestation of a rational, choosing self in a

particular physical environment, virtual or “real.” The demand for an avatar is a demand

to spend time “being” or “driving” or “inhabiting” it, and this demand is derived from the

attributes of the avatar, the world the avatar exists in, and the self. The demand also

depends on the choices of other agents, as these choices can change the nature of the

world the avatar inhabits. In particular, the relatively scarcity or abundance of different

types of avatars can have an effect on the value of a single avatar’s time. In long run

general equilibrium, though, the shifting of selves among avatars will tend to eliminate

any disparities in the net return to an hour of time spent driving any given avatar. Avatars

will tend to yield similar returns for the same reason that competing investments offer

similar returns: activities that generate profits attract entry; those that generate losses

induce exit. While entry and exit will encourage equitable returns among different forms

of avatar capital, it may also cause social degradation, in that shifting selves are harder to

bring into conformity with local norms of acceptable behavior. There is some tension

between individual interest and the common good.

The paper also developed a series of normative points, suggesting that avatar-

based living seems likely to have a net positive effect on well-being. Before the advent of

the avatar, there was only one world to live in, Earth, and only one avatar to inhabit there,
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the Earthly body. The recent emergence of virtual worlds besides Earth has vastly

expanded the range of choices regarding one’s own physical being and the space which it

inhabits. For those who are heavily burdened by their Earth bodies – because of physical

challenges, or because of the often-brutal social stigma that is applied to physical

appearance – the opportunity to inhabit a different body must generate an increase in

well-being. For anyone, the opportunity to have different bodies at different times allows

easy experimentation with a variety of social roles – warrior, dancer, mentor, prostitute –

and if variety is the spice of life, an expansion of these opportunities also must raise well-

being. In general, the development of shared virtual reality environments has provided a

significant expansion in the number of different lives a person may lead. The expansion

of choice sets in this fashion can only raise aggregate well-being.

There is also reason to believe that the cross-section variance of well-being will

fall. If people are given greater opportunities to shift among different bodies, the impact

of disparities in body type on the disparity of well-being will decline. No one can be

trapped in a body that, for whatever reason, provides a comparatively low rate of social,

economic, and political rewards to its owner. Instead, bodies that are comparatively

unattractive will become comparatively rarely seen, since few agents will choose to drive

them. If these bodies provide anything at all to the community, that service will be

eventually be in comparatively short supply, and will therefore be comparatively well-

rewarded. By the same argument, bodies that provide many services to their owners will

be abundant, and therefore poorly-rewarded. In the long run, an agent should be able to

enjoy about the same degree of economic, social, and political rewards, regardless of the

characteristics of the body she inhabits.
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This is not to argue that the life of an avatar will be perfect or blissful in any

sense, of course. The distribution of assets, resources, and talents on Earth will have an

influence on the ability of different agents to produce desired outcomes through their

avatars. Mental abilities, financial endowments, and dumb luck on Earth will continue to

affect human well-being. As a result, even the best coding of a virtual world will not

produce a blissful, stress-free paradise. Social and political pressures will simply revolve

around issues other than those posed by the body. The argument here is not that such

pressures and problems will disappear, but that they will manifest themselves on a social

plateau that provides more well-being, and a fairer distribution of it, than is now the case

on Earth. Future research is needed to determine how specific actions by the coding

authority and others affect the behavior and well-being of agents.

From the broadest perspective, the argument above relies on a number of unstated

assumptions about public policy. The most critical unstated assumption has been that

agents are more or less free to choose their avatars and the worlds those avatars inhabit.

These freedoms allow for competitive markets for avatar time and avatar production,

which should raise well-being and remove some of the inequities of Earth living.

Implicitly, these assumed freedoms also give agents a role in defining the kind of worlds

they experience. Agents are assumed to have the power to build social communities with

unique norms of behavior, and to protect those communities from external interference. 

If these assumptions are violated, the emergence of virtual worlds may not have

the happy consequences forseen here. The film The Matrix supposes that “the machines”

have become the sole providers of sensory inputs to human brains, and have thereby

trapped and enslaved all human bodies. Far-fetched as this may seem, there is no question
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that those who write the code for virtual worlds can obtain power over those who become

immersed there. Some refer to games like EverQuest as “addictions,” because life there is

so compelling and enjoyable that the agent finds it difficult to leave. As the technology of

sensory immersion expands, it is possible that an ever larger share of the population will

spend an ever larger fraction of its time receiving sensory input from a shared virtual

reality environment. In that state, they may well be vulnerable to exploitation. 

The principle protection that contemporary humans have against exploitation

derives from their rights as citizens. Because the avatar-mediated life is fairly unique,

however, it makes sense to be specific about what rights need to be protected in order to

ensure that avatar-mediated living will be a good thing. First and foremost, it needs to be

recognized that the rights in question adhere to agents, not avatars.21 The agent is where

the conscious mind resides, and it is the mind, and not the body, that is the ultimate

possessor of human dignity. If the beneficial effects of virtual living are to be assured, the

rights of agents that should be protected include: 

• Freedom of movement and association. Agents should be free to leave and enter

virtual worlds as they wish. Agents should be free to form their worlds into

unique communities. They have the right to protect themselves and their

communities from harassment and abuse.

• Freedom of information, both incoming and outgoing. Agents may receive a very

large share of their information from a virtual world. They have a right to expect

that that information is not fraudulent or harmful. They have a right to send and

receive information from and to multiple sources, including those outside the

virtual world in which they spend most of their time.
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• Freedom of speech, assembly, and political participation. Decisions that affect

the well-being of agents with avatars in a virtual world, are inherently political

decisions. The agents therefore have a right to participate in the formulation of

policies that affect them. This extends to the writing of code. The coding authority

is subservient to the will of the people.22 

One might argue that these rights are already guaranteed to most citizens of

advanced countries, and their maintenance in the context of virtual worlds will therefore

end up being a fairly trivial issue. A counter-argument would point to current practice in

the majority of virtual worlds, where all three of these rights are routinely violated.

Indeed, in most virtual worlds, the user is confronted with an End User Licensing

Agreement that abrogates these rights as pre-condition of participation. In EverQuest, for

example, the users must agree that all property they create in the game belongs to Sony

(the game’s operator). They also agree that they will not use any third-party program in

connection with the game, meaning that they cannot, for example, add a program that

might allow them to surf the web in a separate window while playing. And they agree to

conform to acceptable behavior; the company reserves the right to ban any user for

improper behavior, at its discretion. Similarly, the end-user agreement for Earth and

Beyond (by Westwood/Electronic Arts) prohibits users from “disparaging the Product,

EA, Westwood or any of their representatives or employees.”  There is no guarantee that a

company’s notions of acceptable disparagement will be legitimate in the same way that a

democratic society’s notions would be. Moreover, users who are in the virtual world live

under heavy restrictions on the flow of information. Such conditions are more than likely
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to prevent – within the world, at least - the development of political movements that

might legitimize, or oppose, the policies of the coding authority. 

In the end, the users of the current generation of large-scale virtual worlds have

only one source of political influence: Exit. So far, when combined with the profit

motives of the companies, exit seems to have encouraged policies that keep the virtual

worlds compelling, immersive, and fun, despite the fact that the agents involved have

given away a number of fairly critical entitlements. At the same time, conflicts between

users and companies are almost constant, and usually revolve around the issues covered

by the three rights listed above; users may complain, but they really have no choice but to

accept the company’s judgment in any dispute, or leave the world.23 Only time will tell

whether a system grounded in the competitive market for games will be the best way to

govern these new societies. 

If not, it remains unclear by what authority the rights of agents can be guaranteed.

Agents can come to a virtual world from anywhere on Earth, and it is not clear whether

Earth governments, Earth companies, or the community of agents itself should be the

ultimate forum of appeal. 
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Endnotes

                                                
1 According to the Los Angeles Times (Pham, 2002), game industry revenues were $9.35 billion in 2001, of
which $3 billion was for hardware. Total Hollywood box office revenues in 2001 were $8.4 billion.
2 ‘Avatar’ is a Hindu term for an incarnation of Vishnu. It was first applied to representations of people in
computer graphics by the makers of Habitat (Morningstar and Farmer, 1991).
3 In truth, with current technology, a person participating in an internet-based shared virtual reality
environment can be receiving sensory input from two sources at once. To see things in the virtual reality
space, one looks at the computer screen. The screen displays an image of the VR space as it would appear
to the eyes of the avatar. At the same time, peripheral vision and momentary sideward glances also deliver
images from Earth reality to the mind. Similarly, the mind receives sound from both cyberspace and Earth;
it receives tactile sensation exclusively from the Earth. Thus, given current technology, “inhabiting an
avatar” actually involves nothing more that receiving significant sensory input from a shared virtual reality
space. As technology advances, the degree to which signals from cyberspace can dominate total sensory
reception will increase.
4 In November 2001, Shawn Wooley apparently committed suicide over events in Norrath, the game world
of EverQuest (Patrizio, 2002). Players of Lineage have been known to hunt down and kill one another.
These isolated cases illustrate the extent to which virtual reality can occupy emotional space in the mind.
The far more common anecdote, from my experience, is the woman who reports losing a relationship over
gameplay. “I could not get him to turn his head away from the computer” is a common statement.
5 More concretely, a computer program registers a sensory input to the avatar in cyberspace, and that input
is delivered via internet, and then interface devices (monitors, speakers, force-feedback gloves, etc.) to the
sensory receptors of the mind.
6 For the time being, assume that all world attributes are physical attributes, and hence fixed. Later, this
assumption will be relaxed in order to explore the social attributes of worlds, which of course can be altered
by the collective choices of the agents.
7 This assumption is already violated at times. A minority of players of role-playing games jack in to the
game using two computers at once, and drive one avatar on each. To keep things simple, I will continue to
assume that each mind can drive at most one avatar at a given time.
8 Again, to be specific: the sensory input of a “tall ogre” in the virtual world would differ from that of a
“short human” in Earth, in that the virtual world’s computer program would detect the sensory images of
the world as though they were being received by a twelve-foot-tall being. It records the position and height
of an ogre’s eyes and then renders the view that eyes in that position and height would perceive. It then
sends those images directly to the agent’s mind. In this way, the agent perceives the virtual world as if she
were twelve feet tall. Note that this may or may not mean that she experiences the virtual world as a person
who is taller than the person she inhabits on Earth – the virtual world may consist entirely of fifteen foot
tall ogres. If she happens to like being taller than others, in this case her utility function would put as much
or less weight on her ogre avatar as on her Earth avatar, as both leave her short. More on this below.
9 I refer to the druid campaign to obtain the Complete Healing spell ability, which was successfully
completed when the ability was granted in September, 2002.
10 True, with an investment of time and money, a person can change some attributes of her Earth avatar
(Becker, 1996). Yet the will and vision and resources to make the change are themselves attributes. In its
most precise expression, my argument here is that there are certain attributes that a person on Earth can
change only at great cost, if at all, but that a coding authority in cyberspace can change at a trivial cost.
11 This is the analog to a theoretical idea presented in another paper (Castronova, 2002), which suggests
that people with low wages on Earth would find virtual worlds comparatively more attractive. Similarly,
those who, on Earth, are very overweight or cannot walk, may well find life in a virtual body much more
enjoyable. If a virtual world were to offer an equality of body weight and walking speed, those who feel
stigmatized on those grounds in the context of Earth society would find that world attractive.
12 An unequal world like Norrath typically has more than 60,000 people in it at any one time. Visit
AlphaWorld (probably the most famous and popular of the non-game avatar spaces) and you will see
perhaps eight people, or as many as 20 or 30.
13 However, there are congestion effects. The profit-maximizing population of a virtual world is not
infinite. See Castronova, 2002.
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14 In existing game worlds, the most accurate concept would not be avatar population but “avatar capital.”
This would be the aggregate of avatar hours weighted by the skill levels of the avatars. The analogy is to
human capital, which could be measured, roughly, be the aggregate labor supply weighted by the hours of
education of each worker. Avatar capital depends on skill levels because avatars of higher levels are able to
produce more goods and services.
15 Note that equality of marginal productivity does not imply equality of populations. This state of affairs
would be consistent with having the world dominated by warriors, with only a few wizards, or vice versa.
16 It would be conceptually straightforward, but space-consuming, to express this problem in terms of
avatar capital accumulation over time, with a dynamic general equilibrium framework. That having been
said, a dynamic general equilibrium is much closer to reality: in practice, agents build avatar capital slowly
and by many strategies, from developing the skills of a given avatar, to buying powerful avatars outright,
for cash, on online auction sites like Ebay.
17 This result depends, of course, on the team-based nature of the production function. If a given avatar type
is of no use to others, then there is no guarantee that population shifts will make its wage equal to that of
any other avatar.
18 This kind of complaint is usually leveled by more mature players, who have families, jobs, and children,
against younger players, who often seem to have nothing to do besides play the game. In the long run, the
younger players typically have much more powerful avatars, and this is deemed unfair.
19 Typically, it is the more mature agents who spend real money on their avatars. For those who “have a
life,” as they put it, cash is the abundant resource. For those who don’t “have a life,” the abundant resource
is time. It is economically rational that the old and the young make use of the relatively abundant resource
to make their investments in avatars. Indeed, the dollar-based market for avatar capital is the direct result of
the comparative advantage that high school and college students have in the time-consuming activity of
building avatar capital within virtual worlds. They trade with older people, whose comparative advantage is
in the earning of dollar-denominated incomes from the avatar capital they have developed on Earth.
20 This statement is based on anecdotal evidence only. As a player, I have often experience the Norrath
equivalent of “jumping on the hand grenade,” actions which only make sense if the individual is concerned
about long run reputation effects.
21 There has already been a declaration of the Rights of Avatars (by Raph Koster, see
http://www.legendmud.org/raph/gaming/index.html), which stresses that the issues involve the well-being
of the players behind the avatars. Similarly, the Catholic Church holds that all social communication,
including the the internet, should be “…by persons to persons for the integral development of persons”
(Pontifical Council for Social Communications, 2002).
22 One might also suggest that property rights are fundamental, but I would argue that they are already
covered in the rights listed. There are already several real-world cases involving property rights and virtual
worlds (Becker, 2002). They arise because, in many games, players eagerly seek out opportunities to sell
the goods they have acquired on online auction sites, such as Ebay. While this practice is consistent with
the right to property, it violates the right to community: Most of these games are based on a rags-to-riches
storyline, and if someone can buy his way out of virtual poverty using Earth riches, those who cannot do so
lose the value and enjoyment of their gaming experience. The community of agents has the right to protect
their world and its atmosphere. Perhaps mindful of the long-run negative effect on profits of a decline in
game atmosphere, the companies that own the games often declare these activities to be “against the rules”
and banish any guilty players from the game world. Thus, at the moment, the conflict is being played out as
if it is between the Ebay-selling players versus the profit-seeking company. In the final analysis, however,
this is a case of conflict between the rights of individuals and the rights of the community.
23 On August 30, 2002, the gaming site Arcadian del Sol reported the following story. Two users of the
Ultima Online virtual world Brittania were discussing an event in their home town, and one said “anyone
who commits rape should be castrated.” A passer-by was offended by the statement, captured a log of the
conversation, and sent it to customer support. The owning company, Electronic Arts, has given its workers
a clear and unambiguous rule: Those who use the word ‘rape’ in a sentence will have their accounts
banned. And so they were. The agents behind the banned avatars had probably devoted hundreds of hours
to the creation of valuable assets in Brittania. By banning the accounts, the company effectively destroyed
the fruits of these labors, without compensation or right of appeal. See
http://www.arcadiandelsol.com/article.php?sid=141&mode=thread&order=0. Such stories of capricious
adjudication are commonplace.
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